
Allergan transfers Restasis patent to Mohawk tribe to
deter challenges from generics
Owen Dyer
The Dublin based drug maker Allergan is transferring the patents
for its dry eye treatment Restasis (ciclosporin ophthalmic
emulsion) to the Saint Regis Mohawk Tribe, hoping that the
native people’s sovereign status under US law will enable them
to fight off patent challenges from generic makers.
The Mohawks, who live in upstate New York near the Canadian
border, will immediately grant exclusive licenses for Restasis
back to Allergan and will file a motion seeking to dismiss an
inter partes review of the drug’s patent currently pending before
the federal Patent Trial and Appeal Board.
This expedited form of patent review, available since 2011, has
been called a form of “double jeopardy” by Allergan, which is
already defending its Restasis patent in a Texas federal court
against Mylan, Pfizer, and Teva Pharmaceuticals, which all
wish to make generic dry eye treatments based on ciclosporin.
The inter partes review of Restasis was launched on behalf of
Mylan, Teva, and Akorn Pharmaceuticals and was expected to
reach a result this December. Branded drug companies have
also blamed this review process for the appearance of “patent
trolls”—hedge funds and other speculators who use inter partes
review to challenge patents in a bid to profit from shorting their
manufacturer’s share price.
The Saint Regis Mohawks, who number about 13 000, will
receive $13.75m (£10.4m; €11.5m) this year under the deal, as
well as royalties as high as $15m in subsequent years—a hefty
boost to the tribe’s operating budget of about $50m.
Restasis dominates the US market in prescription chronic dry
eye treatment. Its sales jumped last year to $1.5bn, making it
Allergan’s second best seller, behind Botox. It accounts for
about 10% of company revenue.
Its original patents expired in 2014, but Allergan was granted
extensions until 2024. Restasis costs about $5000 per patient
per year in the United States. If the patent were successfully
challenged the appearance of generic versions would be expected
to lower that cost.

Allergan claims that its arrangement with the Mohawks cannot
stop the patent challenge in federal court, which has just finished
five days of hearings. But Allergan said that sovereign immunity
has successfully been used to stop patent challenges through
inter partes review. In two cases, patents that had been
transferred from companies to state universities were deemed
unchallengeable because of the state’s sovereign immunity.
The initial idea came not from Allergan but from a Texas law
firm, Shore Chan DePumpo, which first approached the tribal
council. The Mohawks then brought the plan to the drug maker.
Allergan’s chief legal officer, Bob Bailey, said that the company
was “impressed with the tribe’s thoughtful and enterprising
approach.”
The tribal council said in a statement, “This is a viable and
sound opportunity for the Saint Regis Mohawk Tribe to enter
into the patent, technology, and research sector as part of our
overall economic diversification strategy. We realize that we
cannot depend solely on casino revenues.”
Allergan’s share price rose by 2.5% on news of the deal, which
drew close attention from other branded drug companies. If the
arrangement succeeds in deflecting patent challenges many
companies and tribes will look to copy it, a development that
could lead to fewer generics entering the market.
While many analysts praised the plan’s cleverness, some called
it too clever and likely to result in negative public relations for
the branded drug industry at a time when drug pricing is under
intense congressional scrutiny.
Makers of generics were highly critical. Teva called it “a new
and unusual way for a company to try to delay access to high
quality and affordable generic alternatives.” Teva “also will be
interested to see what comments are made about this tactic by
regulatory agencies,” the company said.
Mylan immediately challenged the move in federal court.
Allergan is “attempting to misuse Native American sovereignty
to shield invalid patents from cancellation,” claimed Mylan in
a motion filed on 11 September.
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